The clockwork mechanism has recently been proposed as a natural way to generate hierarchies among parameters in quantum field theories. The mechanism is characterized by a very specific pattern of spontaneous and explicit symmetry breaking, and the presence of new light states referred to as 'gears'. In this paper we begin by investigating the self-interactions of these gears in a scalar clockwork model and find a parity-like selection rule at all orders in the fields. We then proceed to investigate how the clockwork mechanism can be realized in 5D linear dilaton models from the spontaneous symmetry breaking of a complex bulk scalar field. We also discuss how the clockwork mechanism is manifest in the scalar components of 5D gauge theories in the linear dilaton model, and build their 4D deconstructed analogue. Finally we discuss attempts at building both 4D and 5D realizations of a non-abelian scalar clockwork mechanism, where in the latter we consider scenarios in which the Goldstone bosons arise from 5D scalar and 5D gauge fields.
Introduction
Understanding phenomena at different energy scales and how the hierarchies in these scales originate has been one of the major driving forces in Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics. The recently proposed clockwork mechanism is one way in which hierarchies may be generated between couplings and scales in certain models. They were first proposed in the context of axion (relaxion) models [1, 2] , and then later generalized to models involving particles of different spins [3] , most notably using a clockwork mechanism for gravitons as a solution to the hierarchy problem. There have since been various applications of the clockwork mechanism, in particular to natural inflation [4] and other axion models [5] .
The simplest realization of a clockwork mechanism involves a set of scalar fields arranged in a lattice configuration with nearest-neighbor interactions only. A specific pattern of spontaneous and explicit breaking of the global symmetries leads to one exact global clockwork symmetry which ensures a massless Goldstone boson whose properties are completely fixed by this clockwork symmetry, in particular its interactions to external fields can be naturally suppressed by exponentially small couplings. It was observed in [3] that the continuum limit of these discrete lattice models can be approximated quite well by 5D fields in a linear dilaton (LD) background geometry [6] , see also [7] [8] [9] . This 5D model is compactified on an interval between two 3-branes, thus 5D fields in the bulk of the extra dimension can be expanded in a series of 4D mass eigenstates, where the clockwork Goldstone boson is identified with a massless component of a bulk scalar field. The clockwork-suppressed interactions arise between this Goldstone field, which lives in the bulk, and fields localized to one the 3-branes.
A crucial ingredient in generating the clockwork mechanism is a very specific form of mass mixing between the neighboring sites. In Sec. 2 we study the higher order interactions among the scalar fields which arise naturally and automatically from the clockwork model. Interestingly we find an analytic expression for these interactions in the mass eigenbasis, and a parity-like selection rule determining the structure of these interactions to all orders in the fields.
In Sec. 3 we begin by studying a realization of the clockwork mechanism in the LD model which consists of a complex scalar field in the bulk of the extra dimension with no brane potentials. Allowing this field to acquire a VEV which spontaneously breaks the global U (1) symmetry in the bulk, we study the properties of the radial and longitudinal fluctuations under a Kaluza-Klein (KK) decomposition. We find that only the longitudinal fluctuation is allowed to have a zero mode, this corresponds to the true Goldstone boson of the spontaneous symmetry breaking. And interestingly, we find that there is a natural mass gap between the radial and longitudinal KK modes due to the bulk mass of the radial component. This feature is not present in other warped models such as RandallSundrum models [10] , and is very similar to the separation of scales between the radial and longitudinal modes in the discrete case. The couplings of the Goldstone boson in the 5D model are clockwork-suppressed with respect to those of the massive KK modes when the couplings are to fields localized on a 3-brane. We then study a simple model with an abelian gauge field in the 5D bulk and boundary conditions chosen such that the A 5 zero mode remains in the spectrum while the gauge zero mode is projected out. This A 5 zero mode can be identified with the Goldstone boson of the spontaneous breaking of the bulk gauge symmetry on the branes. Similar mechanisms have been used in other 5D models to study the Higgs field in the Standard Model electroweak sector, where the mechanism goes by the name gauge-Higgs unification [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Interestingly, the properties of this A 5 are strikingly similar to those of the bulk complex scalar. In fact the so-called 'physical localizations' of these fields in the 5D bulk are related by flipping the sign of the curvature constant. We find that this A 5 mode is another realization of a scalar clockwork model, and we proceed to build a deconstructed 4D version of this model consisting of U (1) gauge fields and scalar fields. Because the clockwork parameter arises from an abelian gauge coupling this model naturally allows for non-integer values of the coupling q.
In the last section of the paper we discuss attempts at building a non-abelian clockwork model for scalars 1 . We begin by discussing the discrete case, and conclude that one cannot have a multiplet of exact Goldstone bosons while also generating a clockwork mechanism due to the presence of terms that explicitly break the global symmetry. However it is known that these terms go to zero in the continuum limit, thus we proceed to study a 5D realization of a non-abelian clockwork model. The model is a simple extension of the abelian case, where we have a multiplet of complex scalar fields in the bulk of the LD model with an SU (2) L × SU (2) R global symmetry. The results here follow in the exact same way as in the abelian case. Finally we discuss non-abelian bulk gauge fields in the LD model, a generalization of the abelian gauge model. The model consists of a bulk gauge symmetry broken by boundary conditions such that some combination of massless A 5 scalars (corresponding again to Goldstone bosons) and gauge fields survive. We find that the pattern of couplings between the different fields depends on the sign of the curvature term in 5D, with one sign providing a suppression of the gauge coupling and the other providing a suppression of couplings to the Goldstone bosons. Moreover, we supplement the main results with two appendices, where Appendix A contains a discussion of higher dimensional operators in the bulk of the 5D theory. Whereas in Appendix B we demonstrate the bulk gauge symmetry breaking and KK-decomposition of the bulk gauge theories in the Jordan and Einstein frames of LD model.
Abelian clockwork
In this subsection we review the underlying mechanism for the clockwork theory with a U (1) N+1 global symmetry. Following [1] [2] [3] we take the Lagrangian for N+1 complex scalars
where q > 1 (and q ∈ Z) and are the dimensionless parameters which control explicit breaking of the global symmetries, andm has dimension of mass. Throughout this work we refer to each of the j values as a site. The first part of the action contains interactions located at a particular site, whereas the second part provides links, or couplings, between the sites. The first part of the Lagrangian is invariant under a global U (1) N+1 symmetry defined by
for each field. However, under this transformation the second part of the potential transforms to
thus this second part is only invariant under one global symmetry U (1) in which
Assuming µ 2 < 0 the scalar fields φ j will get vacuum expectation values
In the limit 2 → 0 we see that these VEV's spontaneously break the U (1) N+1 symmetry. Each φ j has two degrees of freedom, one of which gets a mass of m 2 φ = λv 2 φ , while the second is the Goldstone boson (π j ) which remains massless. The mass scale of the theory here is set by v φ , however we also have two dimensionless couplings and λ. If we assume 2 λ then we essentially have two mass scales, one set by λv 2 φ and one by 2m2 2 v 2 φ . At scales ∼ 2 v 2 φ λv 2 φ , we can use a non-linear sigma description of the Goldstone fields, 6) where f π ∼ v φ is the decay constant of the Goldstone bosons. We write the Lagrangian for these states as
where for simplicity we takem = f π . It is important to comment here that if we only consider the above effective field theory (EFT) then q ∈ R, i.e. it is not required to be an integer, which is a crucial aspect if one wants to consider a continuum description of this EFT model, see also [3] . In the limit 2 → 0 these Goldstone fields have no potential at any order in perturbation theory. However non-zero introduces a potential at tree-level through the mixing terms. Expanding 8) and plugging this into the above Lagrangian (1.7) we see that terms odd in π j cancel with the hermitian conjugate and the lowest order potential is the quadratic piece,
We expect this explicit breaking term to break the non-linearly realized U (1) N+1 symmetry to the U (1) described in Eq. (1.4), giving N of the Goldstone bosons mass and leaving one massless.
The potential terms at the quadratic order can be written as 10) where the sums over the i, j indices in the above expression are assumed to be over 0, . . . , N . We will always assume this summation convention when we have repeated indices, if the sum is not over this interval we will write the summation explicitly. The mass matrix above has the following form
This is diagonalised by an orthogonal transformation given by 12) where j = 0, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . , N , and
The eigenvalues, i.e. the masses of the pseudo-Goldstone modes, are positive-definite and given by m
whereas the k = 0 mode remains massless and is the true Goldstone of the spontaneously broken global U (1) symmetry. The form of O j0 can immediately be understood by inspecting the mixing term after diagonalization
For π 0 to be a true Goldstone it must not have any direct couplings to the heavier modes. Thus this interaction term in Eq. (1.15) must be independent of π 0 after diagonalization, which requires O j0 = qO (j+1)0 , as in Eq. (1.12). The diagonalized Lagrangian is now
where
We refer to the π fields as being in the clockwork basis, and the π fields as being in the interaction basis. In the example of this section the clockwork basis and the mass eigenbasis are the same, but if there are other interactions which mix the scalar fields at each site then this may not necessarily be true. In the large N limit the mass range of these massive modes so-called 'gears' is given by
thus the spacing between modes must become very small. With q > 1 we find O j0 ∼ q −j which then grows smaller for larger values of j. This implies that the size of the j th scalar in π 0 gets smaller with larger j and in the limit q → ∞ we have π 0 = π 0 . When q < 1 we find O j0 ∼ q N−j which implies the opposite. That is the size of the j th scalar in the diagonalised Goldstone gets larger as with larger j. Now we take q > 1 and couple a fermion field ψ to the N th site with the π N field, this interaction gets transferred to the massless Goldstone after the diagonalisation of the terms ∼ 2 and we find,
with the normalisation constants (N 0 and N k ) being O(1). Thus the interaction between the fermion field and the exact Goldstone boson will be suppressed by q N as compared to the gears' interactions. These are the gears of the clockwork mechanism through them that the hierarchical couplings are being generated. Coupling a gauge or fermion field to all scalars with the same couplings is invariant under the clockwork rotation, thus results in no suppression of the couplings at all.
Clockwork parity: accidental symmetries in clockwork interactions
In this section we consider the higher order clockwork interactions in the effective action. We consider the EFT description of the clockwork model with the potential of the following form,
where U j is defined in Eq. (1.6). The above potential can be written as,
where V 0 ≡ −2 2 f 4 π , is a constant vacuum energy density that can be absorbed in the definitions of the fields such that we can set V 0 = 0, without loss of generality. In order to get the physical interactions we rotate the π j fields to the clockwork basis as in Eq. (1.17). The above potential then has the following form up to quartic level in fields,
where the sums over the k, l, m, n indices are assumed to be over 0, . . . , N . The rotation matrices in Eq. (2.3) are defined by
such that R j0 = 0 and have the property
where λ k is defined in (1.13). We find that the terms quartic in R jk are generally factors of the λ k terms. We will conveniently denote them as
which is exactly zero when any of the indices equals zero, indicating that there are no quartic interactions for the massless mode. These terms are pre-factors to interactions which mix the k th , l th , m th , and n th gears. We find the following compact form of C klmn :
One can in fact find analytic expressions for the coefficients of d-number of self-interacting pseudo-Goldstone fields π j in terms of R jk , summed over j, as,
Note that setting d = 2 in the above expression one finds λ k 1 δ k 1 k 2 , as required to diagonalize the mass matrix. Because of the structure of the clockwork interaction terms, we only have interactions with even d, however the above expression works equally well for odd d. The interesting feature here is that the terms inside the sum are now independent of q, all the q dependence has been factored out into the λ k terms. These interactions contain a very interesting structure, for example the quartic term can be written as
This is very reminiscent of the KK parity selection rules found in extra dimensional models. In the large-N limit, or simply when k, l, m, n < (N + 1)/2, we have exact KK parity. The rule actually extends to all of the higher order interactions of the gears, thus the selection rule can be stated for Eq. (2.8) such that
It is also worth noting that these interactions are suppressed by increasing powers of N +1, depending on the number of fields in the interaction. Thus with a large number of sites, even the interactions involving only light gears are suppressed.
3 Abelian clockwork models from extra dimension
In this section we will present a study of the spontaneous breaking of global U (1) symmetries in the bulk of a 5D linear dilaton model. We will see that natural choices of 5D parameters can result in an EFT which has all the clockwork properties. In particular the effective 4D couplings turn out to be exponentially suppressed, and the mass spectrum of the heavy modes matches that of the gears in the discrete clockwork model.
A clockwork scalar from a 5D complex scalar
The linear dilaton model is a compactified extra dimensional model, where the extra dimensional space is bounded between two 3-branes at positions y = 0 and y = L along the extra dimension [6] (see also [3, 7, 8] ). In the so-called Jordan frame of the linear dilaton model we can write the action for a complex scalar field φ(x, y) as We have not included brane interaction terms here, the rationale we use to justify this is that in the clockwork model the potential at each site is equivalent, and in the continuum limit the fields at each site become the field values along the extra dimensional coordinate. It is straightforward to extend the model to include brane mass terms, however this is beyond the scope of what we want to demonstrate here. For µ 2 < 0 the field φ acquires a VEV, say φ(x, y) = v(y). The solution for v(y) can be obtained by minimizing the 5D action,
along the boundary condition
Moreover, we introduce the normalized VEV as,
where the mass dimensions of [f π ] = 1. In order to have non-zero VEV in the absence of brane-localized term we consider the Neumann boundary condition, which implies the VEV is simply a constant and from Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4) it follows,
Writing the φ(x, y) field in non-linear sigma form, i.e.
φ(x, y) =
where the radial mode ϕ(x, y) and the longitudinal mode π(x, y) have mass dimensions 1. Now we can rewrite the 5D action (3.1) up to quadratic level in fields as
Looking at the radial component ϕ(x, y) first, we perform a KK decomposition
such that we describe the field in terms of a set of 4D KK-modes and their 5D wave functions. Note that the extra e −ky factor in the KK-decomposition is to make the f ϕ n (y) "physically localized" wave-functions of the KK-modes along the extra dimension. Normalization of the 4D kinetic term implies 9) and the condition that the 4D fields be mass eigenstates fixes the 5D profiles to be
where N n is fixed by the normalization condition and C n and β n are fixed by the boundary conditions on both branes, i.e. f ϕ n e ky ∂ 5 e −ky g n = 0| 0,L . C n is simply an integration constant whereas β n = m 2 ϕ,n − (k 2 + µ 2 ), hence fixing this fixes the mass spectrum of the KK modes. We choose the same boundary conditions for the KK modes as we choose for the VEV, thus we find
An interesting feature here is that the mass gap not only depends on the curvature k, as one would expect from linear dilaton models, but also on the bulk mass µ. The n-dependent term here is also characteristic of the linear dilaton models, as it allows one to control the mass splittings of the KK modes by varying the size of the extra dimension. Note that the radial mode ϕ(x, y) does not have a normalizable massless zero-mode solution. The model gives a bulk mass to the ϕ(x, y) field, and no brane mass terms, therefore it is impossible to find a normalizable massless zero-mode solution that is consistent with the boundary conditions.
Switching our attention now to the longitudinal components π(x, y), we perform a KK decomposition on π(x, y) as
where, as mentioned above, the explicit rescaling factor e −ky allows us to interpret the KK wave-functions f π n (y) as the "physically localized" wave-functions along the extra-dimension. At the quadratic level the 5D action for the longitudinal field is the same as that for the radial component except that it has no bulk mass term. We can follow the same steps as we did before but with one crucial difference, the Neumann boundary conditions allow a massless zero-mode solution for the longitudinal field with the 5D profile
Along with the massless zero-mode we have a massive tower of KK modes with
We see that the mass splittings of the longitudinal KK modes is the same as for the radial KK modes, however the mass gap goes as k rather than k 2 + µ 2 . This means that if the bulk mass term is much larger than the curvature, i.e. µ k, the radial modes can be effectively decoupled from the zero-mode longitudinal mode and the lowest laying longitudinal KK modes. This is not possible in other warped models like e.g. RandallSundrum model. In the discrete model we also made a similar assumption in order to neglect effects of the radial modes. Hence, the EFT picture that emerges in the low energy (for k and nπ L f π ∼ µ) is that we have a zero-mode scalar π 0 localized toward one end of the extra dimension (y = L) and a tower of KK-modes π n with flat localization up to a periodic modulation along the extra-dimension. This, as we show below, has the same characteristics as the clockwork scalar and the massive gears, respectively.
Couplings of the bulk scalar fields
In order to see the continuum clockwork mechanism in action in our setup, we study the coupling of the Goldstone field π(x, y) to a fermion bi-linear, where the fermion operator lives on a brane at some pointŷ in the extra dimension. The interaction on the brane can be written as
where in the last step we used the KK decomposition and performed the y integral. Note that the coupling between the fermion operator and the Goldstone zero-mode and non-zero KK modes are given by 16) where N 0 is defined in (3.13) and c n is an O(1) coupling dependent on the oscillatory modulations. From the above interaction Lagrangian, we observe two facts for the zeromode couplings, (i) the zero-mode interaction isŷ-independent, and
(ii) the effective interaction scale is e kL times greater than the fundamental scale f π .
However the gear interactions depend on the interaction-brane locationŷ. In the case where the location of interaction-brane is atŷ = 0 the interaction of the zero-mode, as compared to the gears (which is ∼ f π ), is suppressed by e kL . On the other hand if we have the interaction brane located atŷ = L, there is no relative exponential suppression in the couplings since both the zero-mode and gear interactions scale as f π e kL . The use of the physical localizations here helps us understand the mass scales associated with the couplings of different fields. Despite the zero-mode scalar being massless in 5D and having couplings which are independent of the y-coordinate, the typical scale of its interactions are determined by the physical localization. Just as the KK graviton in Randall-Sundrum models has couplings which are independent of the y coordinate, and solves the gaugehierarchy problem by having a physical wave-function localization in the UV end of the extra dimension, here too the zero-mode scalar has suppressed interactions because its physical wave-function is peaked at y = L. In Ref. [18] it was proposed that the following form of brane interaction could be used in the linear dilaton model,
with the exponential factor multiplying the brane interaction term. However, as pointed out in Ref. [18] , such an interaction originating from a linear dilaton coupling would lead to explicit breaking of conformal invariance of the background geometry. In this case once we canonically normalize the Goldstone and the fermion kinetic terms we arrive at the following interactionsL
Note that in such scenarios, which are rather ad-hoc in the 5D setup, the zero-mode couplings areŷ-dependent, whereas the couplings of the gears are independent ofŷ. We will not discuss such model building possibilities any further since the basic properties of the clockwork mechanism do not require 5D position dependent couplings for the zero-mode.
Relation to the discrete model
In taking the continuum limit of the discrete clockwork model we take N → ∞, however at the same time we must require q → 1 such that q N remains constant. In order to make a connection between the 5D and 4D discrete models we must match some of the observables to get a relation between the 4D and 5D parameters. Fixing q N = W (constant) and matching the masses obtained from the 5D approach to those from the discrete model (Eqs. 1.13 and 1.14) we find
which implies that kL ln(W ) and thus q N e kL . In the discrete case we have seen that the Goldstone boson had q −N suppressed couplings to fields which coupled to the N th site of the model. Now we see that this is identical to the couplings of the zero-mode Goldstone boson described in the 5D model. Of course this was pointed out already in [3] , here we have simply presented a 5D model that naturally gives us a massless 5D scalar field with the same global symmetries as the discrete case. At the same time we have shown that the radial fluctuations can be decoupled in a way which is entirely dependent on the mass gap feature of the clockwork models. In this paper we discuss more general scenarios in which we can have couplings in the 5D model that are not restricted to the y = 0 brane, however in doing so we make some departures from the discrete model described in section 1.1. The higher order interactions between the gears do not survive in the continuum limit since they scale inversely with N . This would even be true of interactions involving the zero-mode (which is relevant to the non-abelian cases), since its normalisation constant in the continuum limit becomes
Although the higher order interactions in the discrete model do not survive in the continuum limit, interactions involving more fields are expected when we add higher derivative terms to the 5D model. The higher derivative terms in the 5D action are built from factors of ∂ M U , and due to the flat 5D profile of the zero-mode longitudinal component we find that no non-derivative interactions for these modes are present in the effective theory, as expected. Non-derivative interactions for the KK modes are however present, just as they are for the gears in the discrete model. In appendix A we study these terms in some detail 2 , and show that only in some cases do these interactions have a parity-like discrete symmetry similar to that found in Eq. (2.11) for the discrete clockwork scenario.
A clockwork scalar from a 5D gauge field
Models employing a clockwork mechanism to generate hierarchically small couplings for gauge fields have been discussed already in the literature [3] . And the continuum limit of these models can be built from a bulk 5D gauge field in the LD model. In this section we study the scalar component of the abelian bulk gauge field A 5 . We start with the following action in the Jordan frame of the LD background geometry 3 , It has been shown in [3] that if the zero-mode gauge field solution is allowed then the zeromode gauge boson shares key properties with the clockwork gauge bosons in the discrete models, i.e. the suppressed gauge coupling and distinct mass spectra of gears. However in this work we will focus on the scenario with an A 5 scalar zero-mode and no zero-mode A µ gauge boson. Therefore we will have a model a spin-0 zero-mode and spin-1 gears. Performing a KK decomposition on these A µ and A 5 fields as 24) and evaluating the eigenvalue equation to determine the 5D profiles (details are given in the Appendix B).
Applying Dirichlet boundary conditions on the gauge KK wave-functions in the Feynman gauge, we find
As we can see, the spin-1 KK modes of this scalar clockwork model have the same mass spectrum as the spin-0 KK modes in the previous section. From the action and the boundary condition (3.23) we can see that the zero-mode of A 5 will have an exponentially localized zero-mode solution
Whereas, the KK-mode wave-functions for the A 5 field are fixed by (B.17), i.e.
It is important to mention here that it is not surprising that the A 5 KK wave-functions are determined by the A µ KK wave-functions since this is a manifestation of the KK Higgs mechanism in an extra dimension, where in unitary gauge (ξ → ∞) the KK-modes A µ,n would eat the KK-modes of A 5,n at each KK level and become massive. However, in order to establish a duality with the 4D discrete model of this 5D model, we work in the R ξ gauge in the following subsection.
The exponential localization of this zero-mode gauge scalar, A 5,0 , towards the y = 0 brane makes the couplings of this mode significantly different than the massless Goldstone boson from the previous section. To see this we will consider interactions of the bulk gauge field, A M , and a scalar field living on a brane at some positionŷ in the extra dimension,
We find the following position dependent couplings in the effective theory for the zero-mode scalar A 5,0 and KK-mode of the gauge field A µ,n ,
where g 4 √ 2k g 5 and c n ∼ O(1). If we consider the interactions atŷ = L, then the scalar zero-mode coupling is exponentially suppressed in comparison to the couplings of the massive gauge gears. The reason for this can be understood from the fact that the physical localization of the A 5 zero-mode is exactly opposite to that of the would be zero-mode gauge field, and therefore its couplings scale in a different way to the couplings of the KK gears.
Now it is interesting to consider the k < 0 case. Here we see that the physical localizations all flip and the normalization constant of the A 5 zero-mode grows exponentially large. Thus the A 5 zero-mode can indeed exhibit clockwork suppressed couplings. If we were to do the same in the bulk scalar case we would see that the zero-mode normalization constant becomes O(1) and its physical localization shifts to the y = 0 brane, with the same thing happening for the A µ zero-mode of a bulk gauge field. The reasons for this will become clearer in the discrete 4D analogue of this model presented in section 3.2.2.
Deconstruction
This abelian A 5 model can be deconstructed following [19] [20] [21] . In doing so we arrive at an effective theory for N + 1 Goldstone bosons and N massive gauge fields. Let us start by rescaling the 5D fields A µ,5 → e −ky A µ,5 to get the canonical form of the 4D kinetic terms of Eq. (3.21), this results in
Let us discretize the extra dimension by replacing y = j and N = L, where is the length of the step size on the discrete lattice and N + 1 are the total number of lattice sites. In the discrete version the integral and the derivatives are replaced as, Figure 1 : Illustration of the N -site discrete abelian gauge model, where φ j is a complex link scalar field between the adjacent gauge groups.
With these observations one can rewrite the above action in the discretized theory as, 
where we defined q ≡ e k and m 2 A ≡ 1/ 2 . Diagonalising these mass mixings results in a massless A 5 mode and massive vector modes just like in the continuum case. Again the A µ modes eat an asymmetric combination of the A 5 modes leaving the true A 5 Goldstone boson with an asymmetric localisation along the lattice. In the next subsection we will discuss a 4D model consisting of scalars and gauge fields in which the symmetry breaking pattern is chosen to reproduce the physics of this deconstructed model.
Discrete gauged clockwork scalar
We take an N +2-site discrete model consisting of U (1) j gauge groups with gauge field A j µ (j = 0, . . . , N +1) and universal gauge coupling g at each site. Now we link the N +2-site gauge theory with N +1 complex scalar fields φ j which have charges (1, −q) under adjacent gauge groups U (1) j ×U (1) j+1 . In the 5D model we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions for the A µ field at each brane in the extra dimension. In this 4D deconstruction this corresponds to A j=0 µ = 0 and A j=N+1 µ = 0, i.e. the boundary sites are not gauged. Therefore we have N +1 scalar fields and just N gauge fields, as sketched in Fig. 1 . Now we can write the discrete action for the model described above with N gauge fields and N +1 complex scalar fields as
The covariant derivatives are chosen such that above action is invariant under the following transformations of the complex scalar fields,
with the gauge fields transforming as
The covariant derivatives are then
Choosing a scalar potential such that the φ j fields acquire vacuum expectation values, i.e. φ j = f π = −2µ 2 /λ. The radial modes have masses of the order of √ 2f π and taking g 1 they can be integrated out at the mass scale of the vector modes (∼ gf π ). Below the scale f π we can use a gauged non-linear sigma model and we see that the mass matrix for the gauge bosons in now similar to that of Eq. (1.11) but with additional contributions on the j = 1 and j = N sites.
We can rewrite the above discrete action in the R ξ gauge as,
where we defined m 2 A ≡ g 2 f 2 π and remembering that the Dirichlet boundary conditions are in force, A 0 µ = A N+1 µ = 0. Now we write the discrete site Lagrangian in the following form,
where the mass matrices for the vectors
are dimensions N ×N and (N +1)×(N +1), respectively, and are given as,
.
(3.41)
Note that mass matrix M 2 π,ij for the π fields (3.41) is same as for the clockwork scalar in Eq. (1.11) except the first and last entries are reversed, as a result the orthogonal rotation for zero-mode O j0 would be,
however the non-zero mass matrix O jk has the same form as given in Eq. (1.12) with the mass eigenvalues, m
where λ k is defined in Eq. (1.13). It is important to note that the massive 'gears' for the π field are gauge (ξ) dependent, which in the unitary gauge ξ → ∞ can be gauged away from the spectrum. Hence leaving us with only zero-mode which is asymmetrically distributed among all the π fields. From the results of the previous section we entirely expected this mass matrix to have the j = 0, N sites flipped with respect to the mass matrix in Eq. 1.11. This reflects the difference in physical localizations between the A 5 zero-mode and the zeromode Goldstone arising in the spontaneous symmetry breaking of a bulk scalar potential.
It is important to note that this discrete model presented here is, in its own right, a fully UV complete 4D clockwork theory in which fields coupled to the N th site have clockwork suppressed couplings to the true Goldstone when q < 1. Now let us turn our attention to diagonalize the M 2 A,ij for the A µ . We find the following orthogonal transformation diagonalizing the A µ mass matrix,
, with j, k = 1, . . . , N, (3.44) where N k is defined in Eq. (1.13). An important observation is that there is no normalisable zero-mode in the spectrum of gauge fields. All the gauge fields A µ are massive with masses,
As in the 5D case, there is a tower of massive KK-modes for the A µ,n fields and a massless A 5,0 scalar asymmetrically distributed along the lattice. We have shown already how the scalar mass spectrum in the discrete model can be matched to the KK spectrum of the 5D theory, and the exact same matching can be done here. Thus we have demonstrated that the scalar A 5 zero-mode of a bulk gauge field in the linear dilaton model exhibits a clockwork mechanism, and have described a consistent UV complete 4D deconstruction of this model built from scalar fields and U (1) gauge fields. Moreover, this UV complete discrete model involves no explicit symmetry breaking whatsoever, and all couplings are fixed by gauge invariance.
Non-abelian clockwork
In this section we explore a possible non-abelian extension of the abelian clockwork model described in [3] and recapped section 1.1 of this paper. The basic set-up includes a nonabelian global symmetry (G j ) at each site, spontaneously broken to a subgroup H j . A clockwork interaction, analogous to that in the abelian case, then generates mixing between the Goldstone bosons at neighboring sites. Diagonalizing these mixings we find a massless zero mode whose interactions to fields external to the clockwork sector can be hierarchically suppressed in the same way as in the abelian case. However we will see below that the clockwork interaction required to generate the exponential hierarchy explicitly breaks the global symmetries, as can be seen by examining the quartic terms in the potential. Suppose that we have a chain with N +1 sites labelled j = 0, . . . , N , and at each site we have a scalar multiplet transforming under the global symmetry
where L j and R j are global transformations of SU (N ) j L and SU (N ) j R symmetries, respectively. The action can be written as
such that each Φ j acquires a VEV f π for µ 2 < 0. This spontaneously breaks the global symmetries at each site to the vectorial subgroup H j = SU (N ) j V , i.e. L j = R j . The clockwork mechanism in the abelian case was generated by the interaction term in Eq. (1.1) . Here, at a scale f π f π , we introduce an analogous interaction
where again q > 1 and is an integer 4 . This term introduces an explicit breaking which respects just one linear combination of the global symmetries, this diagonal combination is given by L j = R j = L j+1 = R j+1 and we denote it as H = SU (N ) V . In the limit q → 1 a larger symmetry group is preserved where L j = L j+1 and R j = R j+1 independently, this we denote G = SU (N ) L × SU (N ) R . Thus when q = 1 the G symmetry is explicitly broken in such a way that preserves only the diagonal subgroup H . This explicit breaking is a crucial difference between the abelian and non-abelian clockwork models.
Assuming that the scale of these explicit clockwork breaking is much lower than the scale at which the vector-like symmetries are broken to their diagonal subgroups, we can describe the dynamics of the N + 1 (pseudo-)Goldstone boson multiplets using a non-linear sigma description where the singlet fluctuation has been integrated out,
We have taken Φ = Σ V U j , with U j = e −iΠ j /fπ , and Π j ≡ πâ j (x)Tâ , (4.5)
where Tâ are the broken generators normalized via Tr[T a T b ] = 1 2 δ ab in the fundamental representation, πâ j (x) are the (pseudo-)Goldstone degrees of freedom, and Σ V is the VEV breaking the global symmetry. Note that in what follows below we are only interested in the EFT description of this non-abelian clockwork model, thus we work in the non-linear sigma model framework (4.4) and as a consequence allow q ∈ R. Expanding the potential up to quartic order in fields, we find
Terms on the first line are analogous to those appearing in the abelian case, however the terms on the second line appear due to the non-commutativity of the generators. In the mass eigenbasis the above potential becomes
where m 2 k and C klmn are the same parameters defined in Eqs. (1.14) and (2.7) for the abelian case and so do not contain interactions for the zero mode scalars. The W klmn term however is written as
We see that this term can be non-zero for configurations involving the zero modes, therefore the Π 0 fields are pseudo-Goldstone bosons rather than being exact Goldstone bosons, i.e. they are massless at the tree-level however their quartic interactions suggest that at the quantum level a mass will be generated. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the interaction terms in Eq. (4.3) generally only preserve H , with the explicit breaking of G leading to interactions for the zero mode, Π 0 .
Up until now the simplifications we have made are general to any global symmetry structure, not just the product group we have chosen here. It is only when we evaluate the traces that the model dependence enters. The remaining structure of the quartic interactions are determined by the traces, which we can evaluate for the W term as where fâbĉ and dâbĉ are the antisymmetric structure constants and symmetric constants of the SU (N ) algebra, respectively. For the trace over the generators in the C term we have
with the imaginary term vanishing under the hermitian conjugate. Further simplifications of the potential here are not straightforward, so we will refrain from presenting lengthy expressions. The purpose of this section is a demonstration of how the higher order terms from the potential do not respect the global symmetries G j . We know from Eqs. (2.8) and (3.20) that as N → ∞ the higher order terms that break these global symmetries go to zero. Therefore in the continuum limit we should expect to be able to build EFT of non-abelian clockwork models which fully respect the global symmetries.
non-abelian clockwork from a 5D scalar
In this section we generalize the continuum limit of the abelian clockwork model described in the previous section to non-abelian global symmetries. As a simple example we again consider SU (N ) L ×SU (N ) R and for concreteness we limit ourselves to N = 2, implementing this as a global symmetry in the 5D bulk of the LD model. We consider a scalar multiplet Φ(x, y) which transforms under this bulk global symmetry as Φ → LΦR † where L and R represent the global transformations of SU (2) L and SU (2) R global symmetries, respectively. The 5D action for such a theory can be written as,
where for the sake of brevity we use the same notation of µ and λ as in the abelian case.
Analogous to the abelian case we do not include brane potentials, and we thus find that when µ 2 < 0 the field Φ(x, y) obtains a VEV given by
The 5D profile of this VEV is again flat due to the fact that we have no brane potentials for the scalar field. The vectorial subgroup left unbroken in the vacuum is denoted by SU (2) V whereas the broken axial subgroup is denoted SU (2) A .
The field Φ(x, y) has four degrees of freedom, three of which are identified as Goldstone bosons of the global symmetry breaking, and another which is identified with the radial fluctuation. We can write this field as we find that the 5D profiles are the same as in the abelian case, i.e.
where the mass spectrum of these components are also analogous to those in the abelian case, i.e.
The axial components of the 5D scalar field contain massless zero modes in their KK towers, these fields are the Goldstone bosons of the spontaneous symmetry breaking. The profile of these canonically normalized zero modes πâ 0 (x) is simply 16) again matching that in the abelian case. Assuming that k 2 µ 2 we can take an effective theory with just the axial modes, resulting in exactly the theory one desires from a nonabelian scalar clockwork model. Just as in the abelian case, we see that coupling the Goldstone bosons to fields on the y = 0 brane results in a clockwork suppressed coupling ∼ e −kL which we identify with q −N from the discrete models. Working in the effective theory of the action in 4.11, by integrating out the radial mode, we obtain
where U (x, y) = exp i √ 2Tâπâ/v . Discretizing this action results in the a 4D action which at the quadratic level has the same form as that in the discrete non-abelian clockwork setup described in the previous section. However here the higher order terms are not present, as in the continuum limit these terms do not survive.
Non-abelian clockwork from a 5D gauge theory
In complete analogy with section 3.2 we can implement a clockwork mechanism for a scalar multiplet, charged under some local or global symmetry, from a gauge theory in the bulk of the LD model. We start with a non-abelian bulk gauge symmetry G, with the following action, up to quadratic terms
where a = 1, . . . , p, labels the generators of the gauge symmetry. On the y = 0 brane we can break this gauge symmetry, via a choice of orbifold boundary conditions, to a subgroup H. Then on the y = L brane we break the gauge symmetry yet again, this time to a subgroup of H that we callH. We label the generators inH byã, the generators in G/H byâ, and all others by a. Just as in section 3.2 we break this bulk symmetry by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on the appropriate brane. The massless zero mode spectrum then consists of dim(H) massless gauge fields transforming in the adjoint ofH and dim(G)−dim(H) massless scalars transforming in the G/H coset. The KK spectrum consists of dim(G) massive KK gauge modes transforming in the adjoint of G. The massless scalars in the G/H coset then represent the Goldstone bosons of the spontaneous symmetry breaking of G to H. And the massless gauge fields represent an external gauging of a subset of the global symmetry. This structure is common to other extra dimensional models such as gauge-Higgs unification models [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Applying the same techniques as in section 3.2 we find that the physical 5D profiles of these fields are given by
where f 5 0 is the profile for the massless A 5 modes and f a 0 for the massless gauge fields. The mass spectrum of the KK modes is determined by the β n functions, these are fixed by the boundary conditions to be
Therefore we find that the mass spectrum of KK modes inH or G/H have the usual clockwork mass spectra, that is
However other fields, which have no A µ or A 5 zero mode, have a slightly perturbed mass spectra. The mass gap is still ∼ k, however the mass splittings are altered and the effect is larger for smaller kL values, i.e. smaller clockworking. An interesting feature of the physical localisations in Eq. 4.19 is that
Depending on the sign of k, either the A 0 5 or the A 0 µ couplings will get suppressed by the clockwork mechanism. In switching from k > 0 to k < 0 the 'IR' brane for the A 5 mode remains at y = 0. External fields coupled to the bulk fields at this point (with k < 0) will find that they have suppressed couplings to the A 5 zero mode and O(1) couplings to the zero mode gauge field. The last feature of this 5D model we will look at is the quartic couplings. For each of the relevant effective couplings we have
We see that the couplings between the KK modes and the zero mode are suppressed to either the A 5 mode or the A µ mode, depending on the sign of k. The coupling between the A µ and A 5 modes is the most interesting, as it is only suppressed when k > 0, in which case the couplings of the A 5 scalar do not get suppressed by the clockwork mechanism. However when we would like to use the clockwork mechanism to suppress the A 5 interactions we are required to choose k < 0 and thus the effective gauge couplings are no longer suppressed.
The deconstruction of this model follows in a way which is exactly analogous to the abelian case. Except that now there are mixed boundary conditions and massless gauge fields will remain for the subgroup of generators which are not broken on the branes.
Conclusions
In this paper we investigated several aspects of the clockwork mechanism in relation to scalar fields. In Sec. 2 we demonstrated that the higher order interactions between gears in the discrete clockwork models for scalar fields have a very particular parity-like structure that persists to all orders in the expansion of the potential. This structure is reminiscent of the KK-parity in interactions of KK modes in a flat extra dimension. However the large-N limit of the clockwork models is not described by a linear dilaton extra dimension rather than a flat extra dimension, and the higher order interactions involving gears actually vanish in this large-N limit. In Sec. 3 we studied two realizations of the clockwork mechanism in the LD extra dimensional model. In the first we have a complex scalar field with a quartic potential in the bulk and no brane potentials. The absence of brane potentials implies that the 5D VEV induced by the bulk potentials has a flat 5D profile. We then studied the KK decompositions of the radial and longitudinal fluctuations and found two particularly interesting results. The first being that, again due to the absence of brane potentials and presence of a bulk mass for the radial mode, the KK tower of the radial mode does not contain a zero mode. Only the KK tower for the longitudinal fluctuation has a zero mode, this is because the field has no non-derivative interactions in the 5D bulk. This zero mode is identified with the Goldstone boson of the spontaneously broken bulk U (1) global symmetry. The second interesting feature is the presence of a mass gap between the KK modes of the longitudinal and radial KK modes. The lightest KK mode of the longitudinal fluctuation is determined only by the curvature of the LD model, whereas the lightest mode in the KK tower of the radial fluctuation is determined both by the curvature and by the bulk mass of the complex scalar field. Thus a hierarchy in these two parameters creates a separation of scales between the longitudinal and radial KK modes. We then studied the properties of A 5 scalar zero modes arising from a bulk U (1) gauge field in the LD model. Using boundary conditions we then break this U (1) symmetry on the branes, resulting in a massless component for only the A 5 component of the bulk gauge field. This A 5 component is identified with the Goldstone boson of the spontaneously broken U (1) global symmetry. In this model the gears are obviously spin-1 modes and have the exact same mass spectra as the gears in the bulk scalar model. And importantly, the couplings of these A 5 modes to fields on the y = 0 brane are shown to also have clockwork suppressed interactions when k < 0. This is due to the exponential localization of the physical 5D profiles of these fields which, in fact, has exactly the opposite localization properties as the bulk scalar zero mode or would-be bulk spin-1 zero mode. This can clearly be seen from the deconstructed model which we present at the end of Sec. 3.
In Sec. 4 we discuss a non-abelian scalar clockwork model based on an SU (N ) L × SU (N ) R global symmetry. A simple generalization of the abelian clockwork model does not work. The potential for the gears contains higher order terms, beginning at the quartic order, which explicitly break the global symmetry. However, the higher order terms go to zero in the large-N limit and therefore this continuum limit description is free of the terms which break the global symmetry. We therefore move on to study two 5D realizations of a non-abelian clockwork mechanism for scalar fields. These are exactly analogous to those found in Sec. 3 for the abelian model, except that now the components of the bulk gauge field have self interactions, which we discuss in some detail. The deconstruction of the 5D non-abelian gauge field follows in a way which is completely analogous to the abelian case, resulting in a 4D model in which the massless multiplet of Goldstone bosons is asymmetrically distributed along the lattice. This asymmetric localization leads to clockwork suppressed interactions for the Goldstone bosons. These features may prove useful in BSM model-building scenarios.
Note Added: After this paper appeared online there have since been various applications of the clockwork mechanism, in particular to dark matter [22] , axion models [23] and linear dilaton inflation [24] .
A Clockwork interactions from higher derivative terms in 5D
In this appendix we will look at higher order derivative interactions in the 5D abelian clockwork model. We will work purely in the EFT framework where the UV completion of such scenario is not required for the sake of our argument. Including up to four derivative terms in the non-linear sigma expansion U (x, y) ≡ exp(iπ(x, y)/f π ) defined in (3.6), we have
where c 1,2 are some dimensionless constants, f π = √ L φ is the VEV of the φ field ([f π ] = 1) and w(y) is a y-dependent localisation factor. This factor w(y) has been kept general as it may be possible that these terms could arise with a non-trivial dependence along the extra dimension.
After expanding in the KK basis (3.12) and integrating over the extra dimension to obtain an effective theory, where the ∂ 5 U terms result in self-interactions among the π n fields, whereas the ∂ µ U terms give the usual 4D derivative expansion. We can rewrite the above action in terms of π KK-modes (3.12) as
where the coefficients of the ∂ µ π n terms in the above action are of the form where we have chosen w(y) = e rky and f π 0 (y) √ 2kL e k(y−L) . For higher order terms involving the KK modes we do not get the same e (r−4)kL factor in the effectivec 1,2 couplings. We find that as long as r ≤ 4 the couplings are O(1).
The 5D action in Eq. A.1 also gives rise to non-derivative interactions for the KK modes in the effective theory,
where c 3 ≡ (c 1 + c 2 ) and the ellipsis represent all the other interactions in which the ∂ µ and ∂ 5 terms are mixed but we only consider the above as an example. Expanding the above interactions in terms of the KK modes of π(x, y) Eq. (3.12), we have
is a dimensionless effective coupling constant. One can see already that these terms will not involve the zero-mode, which is consistent with the fact that we interpret the zero-mode as the Goldstone boson of the broken global U (1) symmetry. The 5D profiles of the gears take a simpler form under the derivative
thus the effective coupling constant can be written as
If we choose w(y) = e 4ky we are left with an interaction which has the exact same structure as that found in the discrete case, i.e. Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9). In this case the KK modes have a discrete KK parity symmetry similar to that found in flat extra dimensional models. This happens because the w(y) = e 4ky cancels off the warping factors from the profiles of the scalar fields.
B Bulk gauge fields in the linear dilaton geometry
In this Appendix we work all the properties of the gauge fields in the LD background geometry in the Jordan and Einstein frames.
B.1 Jordan frame
We start with the gauge fields in the Jordan frame of LD geometry and the action can be written as
where all the contractions are w.r.t. the Minkowski metric and we will write the gauge-fixing term S GF later below. In order to find the bulk equation of motion for the KK-modes we will be interested in the quadratic part of the action. Hence, there is no distinction between the abelian and non-abelian cases, and we can safely consider
where M, N, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5. In order to find the gauge fixing term S GF let us expand the gauge kinetic term:
where in the last step we integrated by parts the last term of second line w.r.t. x µ and y. The boundary terms corresponding to the x µ integration are but to zero as usual, however we keep the boundary terms for the y integration. Note that there is a bulk kinetic mixing of the A µ and A 5 components, which also results in mixing in the EOM. Hence the gaugefixing action should be chosen such that to cancel this term, i.e.
where ξ is a gauge-fixing parameter. After finding the gauge fixing part of the action, we can write down the total gauge action in the LD geometry as
In order to get the bulk equations of motion for the gauge field A µ and the gauge-scalar A 5 , let us now consider the variation of the above action w.r.t. to A µ and A 5 , where ≡ η µν ∂ µ ∂ ν , and we performed an integrations by parts on x µ for the boundary term of Eq. (B.4) in Eq. (B.6). Now its straightforward to write the bulk EOM for the A µ and A 5 fields: where we note that the boundary conditions for the A µ and A 5 are not independent of each other, for example choose Neumann b.c. for A µ at y = 0, L, leads to zero-mode for the A µ field, whereas there will be no A 5 zero-mode. However, in this section we are interested in the zero-mode of the A 5 mode, therefore we choose Dirichlet b.c. for A µ at y = 0, L, which implies Neumann b.c. for the A 5 mode. Hence there would be a zero-mode for the A 5 scalar.
KK-decomposition of gauge fields
We can write the 5D gauge fields A µ,5 (x, y) as the Fourier-mode decomposition or commonly known as KK decomposition, as (B.14)
The form of the KK wave-functions is specified by the bulk EOM for the 5D A µ,5 fields (we will work in the Feynman gauge ξ = 1), i.e. 
B.2 Einstein frame
For the case of bulk gauge fields, in the Einstein frame, we will consider the following metric which corresponds to the canonically normalized Einstein-Hilbert 5D action for gravity and as well canonically normalized 5D matter (gauge field) action, In the Einstein frame the action for bulk gauge fields can be written as: With the above gauge fixing action, we get the following for of the total action, Note that the above action is exactly as in the Jordan frame, except the exponential factors (2ky → A(y) = 2ky/3). Hence all the conclusion would remain unchanged up to k → k/3.
